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Subject/Grade: French 7/8    Lesson Title: Speaking the language                            

Teacher: Amy Klassen and Brooke Korchinski 

Stage 1: Identify Desired Results 

Outcome(s)/Indicator(s): 

6. LK.1 Demonstrate acquisition of French language concepts and vocabulary related to 
themes including theme related present tense er/regular –er verbs 

c) Meets thematic unit needs with regular –er verbs, singular and plural forms in the present tense. 

7. LK.1 Demonstrate acquisition of French language concepts and vocabulary related to 
themes including prepositions relating to selected countries   

f) express residence in or travel to selected countries with the use of the prepositions en, au, and 
aux.  

Key Understandings: (‘I Can’ statements) 
 
I can use and conjugate the verbs habiter and 
voyager  

Essential Questions: 
 

1. How do I use habiter and voyager to 
explain where I live, or what countries I 
am visiting? 

Stage 2: Determine Evidence for Assessing Learning 

 
- Participation, are they able to use the verb correctly, are they paying attention.  
- exit slip “using one of the conjugated verbs that we have discussed in class, create a sentence 
using any country that we have talked about” 
 

Stage 3: Build Learning Plan 

Set (Warm-up, Focusing the Learning):    Time: 5 minutes 
 

1. Collect completed maps 
2. Introduce the topics that would be used today 
3. Write the different phrases on the board that will be 

used  
___ live(s) in _________________¸ 
___ travel 
 
Development:                                          Time: 20 minutes 
 

1. Teach the conjugation of habiter 
 

English  French noun conjugation of habiter  

I je habite 

You  tu habites 

He/she il habite 

We  nous habiteons 

They  vous habitez 

fe/male group ils habitent 

Materials/Equipment: 
 
-notebook 
-whiteboard/marker 
- pencil  
- exit slip  
Management Strategies: 
- circulate the classroom 
-hands up if questions 
 
Safety Considerations: 
-it is a short class so students can 
work at their desks 
Possible Adaptations/ 
Differentiation: 
-map on board to help with visual 
- write translations on the boards  
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2. Teach the conjugation of voyager  

 

english French noun conjungation of 
voyager 

  voyage 

  voyages 

  voyage 

  voyegeons 

  voyagez 

  voyagent 

 
3. Students can write this in the French notes 
4. Start having students completing sentences verbally 

 
Learning Closure:                                Time: 2 minutes 
 

1. Exit slip “I live in (a country other than Canada) and I 
travel to (any country) 

 

Stage 4: Reflection 

Brooke’s Reflection of the Lesson 
We only got to one verb conjugation. They have never done any conjugation before which meant 
we had to go much slower than planned. Some students noticed the terminology quickly, but most 
struggled to understand the concept. The lesson went smoothly for the most part.    


